
The growth of a company is 

often characterized by rela-

tively unremarkable stretches 

of time punctuated by signif-

icant milestones. Today I 

would like to acknowledge a 

couple of the latter from the 

past year.  

Recently, Joshua Sanford and 

Gabe Sady became our new-

est certified arborists. We are 

proud of the degree of excel-

lence and dedication they 

demonstrated in achieving 

this level of expertise in so 

short a time.  

 

 
We all love the wonderful weather that we have in San Diego, including the more 
than 265 days of sunshine a year, the mild winters, and the TEN inches of heavy 
drizzle we call rain. 
 
You have probably heard by now that we are having a bit of a drought in Southern 
California. In 2011, we received our average rainfall of 10 inches; in 2012, we re-
ceived 7.9 inches; in 2013, we received 6.5 inches; and so far in 2014 we have had 
a paltry 5.1 inches of rain. 
 

We have been looking at the drought’s effect on trees 
in San Diego...  

 

…and what we are seeing ranges from trees in 
decline to those that are completely dead. We 
are cleaning up healthy looking trees that have 
fallen over because the soil they were growing 
in doesn’t have enough moisture content to 
hold the roots in the ground.   
 
As the Tree Health Care Manager, I am seeing 
trees dying from secondary pests because the 
trees are stressed and weakened from lack of 
water. Trees that were marginal when they were 
receiving a full ten inches of rain are now in se-
vere decline. Trees on slopes, trees in poor soils, 
trees that don’t receive any irrigation, trees that 

don’t belong in our semi-arid climate, and even some that we consider drought-
tolerant are quietly turning brown.  
 
Even trees on irrigation systems are finding it hard to meet their water needs. A 
large healthy tree can process 400 gallons of water on a daily basis. The three to 
five minutes of irrigation per day that is keeping the turf green isn’t providing 
nearly enough water for a large tree. 
 

A Drop in Time Saves Nine;  
Your Trees and the Current Drought 

Message from  

the President 
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So what happens when a tree can’t meet its water needs? Transpiration (water va-
por loss through tiny holes in the leaves, called stomata) slows down in an attempt 
to conserve water within the tree and stop sudden death by  dehydration. When 
transpiration stops so does every other important physiological process in the tree: 
photosynthesis stops, food production and storage stop, and the tree’s energy re-
serves become depleted. Over a prolonged period, the tree will not have enough 
energy to produce buds for new leaves, and it will slowly die from starvation. 
 

What can you do?   
 
 We recommend tree-appropriate irrigation and 

water conservation practices. A tree’s roots are 
typically in the top 12 inches of soil, so you need 
to provide enough water to moisten at least that 
top 12 inches. Do this as infrequently as once a 
month, or perhaps twice a month in mid-late 
summer.  

 Installing a large mulch ring beneath a tree will 
make a huge difference in soil temperature and 
also decrease the amount of water lost to evapora-
tion from the soil surface.  

 Leaving low hanging branches on trees will help 
shade the soil beneath the tree and slow evapora-
tive water loss.  

 Do not apply fertilizer (unless the tree has cloro-
sis) because it will stimulate growth and increase 
the tree’s need for water.  

 When installing new trees, choose species that can 
survive in our semi-arid climate. 

 

Consider this situation in the long term….  

Many trees fail and are removed when they could have been saved by the applica-

tion of a bit more water. The higher water bill associated with keeping these trees 

alive is easily offset by the costs of removing and replacing failed trees.  

On the other hand, nothing can ever make up for the time that has been invested 

in growing your trees to a mature and beautiful state.  

~ Peter Green 

 

I would also like to take a 

moment to recognize the 

newest members of the Four 

Seasons Tree Care team:  

Brian Bruce and Travis   

Matthews.  

Brian joined us in July of 

2013 as our Director of Op-

erations. Brian’s strong lead-

ership skills and his back-

ground in organizational 

management have already 

proven to be great assets to 

our team, especially in the 

areas of safety and commu-

nication.  

Travis Matthews is our new-

est account manager. Travis 

left Boone, North Carolina 

to join us in October of 

2013. Travis brings an un-

paralleled enthusiasm to our 

team. His eagerness to learn 

and high level of integrity 

exemplify the FSTC spirit.  

We look forward to the  

contributions these two    

exceptional professionals  

will make to the Four      

Seasons team! 
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